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Introduction

Ontario Parks' mission is to protect naturally and culturally 

important elements of our province’s landscape while maintaining 

biodiversity and offering opportunities for education, recreation 

and enjoyment of the great outdoors. Their efforts ensure visitors 

are able to enjoy Ontario’s beautiful wild and outdoor spaces to 

the fullest and that these natural resources are able to be enjoyed 

for generations to come. 

Ontario Parks supports ecological responsibility in all aspects of 

their park services from responsibly maintained campsites, trails 

and boardwalks to natural and outdoor education programs, as 

well as active protection and conservation of ecological integrity.

Ontario Parks is a part of Ontario’s Ministry of the Environment, 

Conservation and Parks and is advised by a Board of Directors 

consisting of six to twelve members appointed by the Lieutenant 

Governor in Council. The board provides advice on planning, 

management and development of the provincial park system.

Our Mission





Creative Strategy

Discover,
Play,
Protect

The purpose of Ontario Park's new branding was to reflect a 

more adventerous and playful image while also acknowledging 

their commitment to sustainability and environmental 

stewardship. The new brand aims to reflect the diversity of 

landscapes and the diversity of experiences offered that make 

every Ontario Parks experience unique. At the same time it also 

aims to provide a structure for a more cohesive and flexible 

brand identity that encompasses all brand collateral.





Our Brand Identity
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The Logo

It was important to distinguish Ontario Parks from other park 

bodies both within Ontario and across Canada. We wanted to 

create a logo that was uniquely Ontarian. We also wanted a mark 

that embodied the sense of adventure and discovery that is at the 

heart of the Ontario Parks experience. 

While Ontario Park's existing logo was well balanced and 

reflected the natural aspects of their identity, it was also outdated, 

rigid and somewhat bland. It did not reflect Ontario Park's 

adventerous and playful nature, nor did it represent an experience 

that was uniquely Ontarian.

For our logo development, we chose the loon as a starting 

point. The loon is Ontario's provincial bird and an iconic figure of 

province's wildlife. It's black and white markings make it an ideal 

subject for abstraction. We gave the loon a dynamic pose - it's 

wings outstretched as if taking off from the water - to bring a 

sense of movement and a spirit of adventure. 

The contrast in rounded and sharp corners give the logo an 

approachable feeling without making it feel too childish.

The negative spaces on the logo are knock outs and allow the 

logo to work on different colored backgrounds without reducing 

it's effectiveness. 

Development
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Horizontal	Logo

Ontario 
Parks

0.5 inches

Ontario 
Parks

P

P

P

P

The horizontal logo 
should be used in 
most instances, 
especially when the 
full logo is required 
or when the 
horizontal format is 
most appropriate.

Clear Space
The logo should be 
surrounded by a clear space 
that should remain clear of all 
design elements. The clear 
space should be equal to the 
height of the letter ‘P’.

Reverse Contrast
Reverse contrast should be 
used when the logo is placed 
on dark colors or colored 
backgrounds.

Minimum size
The minimum size the 
horizontal logo can be used 
at is 0.5 inches high. The 
logo should always be sized 
proportionally.

The Logo

Ontario 
Parks
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Stacked	Logo

The stacked logo 
should be used 
when the vertical 
format is most 
appropriate.

Clear Space
The logo should be 
surrounded by a clear space 
that should remain clear of all 
design elements. The clear 
space should be equal to the 
height of the letter ‘P’.

Reverse Contrast
Reverse contrast should be 
used when the logo is placed 
on dark colors or colored 
backgrounds.

Minimum size
The minimum size the 
horizontal logo can be used 
at is 0.7 inches high. The 
logo should always be sized 
proportionally.

The Logo

Ontario 
ParksP

P

P P

Ontario 
Parks

0.7 inches

Ontario 
Parks
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Emblem

The emblem 
should be used if 
very small sizes are 
required. It should 
be used if the 
wordmark is likely 
to be illegible if 
used. The emblem 
may also be used as 
a graphic element.

Clear Space
The logo should be 
surrounded by a clear space 
that should remain clear of all 
design elements. The clear 
space should be equal to the 
height of the letter ‘P’ in a full 
logo where the emblems are 
the same size.

Reverse Contrast
Reverse contrast should be 
used when the logo is placed 
on dark colors or colored 
backgrounds.

Minimum size
The minimum size the 
horizontal logo can be used 
at is 0.4 inches high. The 
logo should always be sized 
proportionally.

The Logo

P
P

P
P

0.4 inches
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Logo	Misuse

When using the 
logo take care not 
to harm the integrity 
of the brand by 
altering it according 
to personal taste. 
This list contains 
a few examples of 
ways you should 
not alter the logo. 

The Logo

Ontario 
Parks

Do not stretch or distort the logo

Ontario Parks
Do not rotate or place the logo 

on an angle

Ontario 
Parks

Do not render the logo in off-
brand colors

Ontario
Parks

Do not alter the type

Ontario 
Parks

Do not render the logo in any 
patterns or gradients

Ontario 
Parks

Do not alter the placement of the 
logo elements

Ontario 
Parks

Do not add a shadown, outline or 
any other effects

Ontario 
Parks

Never use the word mark on it’s own
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Logo	Variations

Ontario Parks are 
divided into six 
different types of 
parks, each with 
their own distinct 
features. These 
categories of parks 
are formalized 
in the branding 
with six different 
logo variations 
each with it’s own 
corrosponding color. 

For more information on 
colors and flexible elements, 
see pages 22-27.

The Logo

Ontario 
Parks
Recreation

Ontario 
Parks
Culture

Ontario 
Parks
Wilderness

Ontario 
Parks
Waterway

Ontario 
Parks
Nature Reserve

Ontario 
Parks
Natural Environment
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Logo	Variations

All logo variations 
with the park 
category variants 
should be treated 
the same with the 
same clear space 
and minimum size. 

Logo misuse rules 
apply to logo 
variations as well. 
Never use the 
wordmark with or 
without the variant 
on its own.

Clear Space
The logo should be 
surrounded by a clear space 
that should remain clear of all 
design elements. The clear 
space should be equal to the 
height of the letter ‘P’.

Reverse Contrast
Reverse contrast should be 
used when the logo is placed 
on dark colors or colored 
backgrounds. With logo 
variations the entire logo, 
including the variant should 
be the same color.

Minimum size
The minimum size the 
horizontal logo can be used 
at is 1 inch high. The logo 
should always be sized 
proportionally.

The Logo

Ontario 
Parks
Wilderness

1 inch

Ontario 
Parks
Wilderness

P

P

P
P

Ontario 
Parks
Wilderness
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Typography

Primary	Typography

Ontario Park's 
primary typeface 
is Monsterrat 
with a blend of 
default characters 
and alternate 
characters. 
Montserrat with 
its appropriate 
alternates should 
be used whenever 
possible. 

Alternates
Use Montserrat's alternate 
characters for the highlighted 
characters.

Do Not Use
Montserrat regular  

characters

Use Instead
Montserrat alternate 

characters

U U

Y Y

a a

e e

f f

l l

t t

y y

Montserrat
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@#$%^&*()<>?/
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For headings use Montserrat 
Regular at 24pt

For titles use Montserrat 
Semibold at 36pt

For subheadings, heading 
captions or introductory text 
use Montserrat Regular at 12pt

For body text use Monsterrat 
Regular at 8pt

Typography

This	is	a	Heading

This is a Title

This is a sub heading or heading caption. 
Imporepudi dolor anto blabo. Uga et laut.

This is a paragraph. Ipitam est verum harcitatem eum lam 
quam eost liquidiati aut faccae seri nonet aut dest ullecepe-
rum ea nos volupit emoluptati od modi dus.
Agnis sit es vellorecus, sitatur aut ligenem et voluptum conec-
tis exerorporro es quo te cusant odis etus, omni demporem 
volorep edigent.

Nesciet de sunt eatur sit, num eaquos percim est, quam, ad 
eum accuptas earum fugit placcus unte cus ut eos volut et 
quatetu remporit prehenis aut faccatatus, nihicaectume cum 
ut ut proratu rereium il magnam sitassed utatur res ariatem 
fuga. Impore perovid iantiae pernatum fuga. Uciaepera discid 
ma qui optaspi eturibus aspelis reperum, omnis aut est, core 
ne pratius, in plaut qui cum sit hit volum la nonem qui dolup-
tae debitia nobitae re ellectem ellorat ureprat ibusapit rempor 
sequis destis sent.

Udiorae consequatio conessi nctiae. Itae. Ebit faccae eosam 
qui occae volest, qui in nam que doluptatus viditam quis 
imagnatur aspero iduntio rporeiciunt essit et aspider sperspi 
ditius iligenimin pa nam quat et quas iligniet, officie ntiscie 
niatur maximos aut voluptatum nobisimpost, quiam quae.

Nem nimus cum am et officiis dolupta dolor mod estium 
quassim aionese que porum nit, omnimus rene necature ped 
quis int, tem aut elibus et a corerumquaes perchil magnis-
cimi, int eati nostotaecae saperumendus derore voloresedis 
doluptas dem num facerferent, te est quod maio. Itatem 
voloreptati nonsed eos as mintiur, sandicipsus, volorias apitis 
evenimporit adis consed minulloresti cor mosapie ndiscim ea 
conseque liqui assecum eictatibus plab is et a quo erum

Primary Type Hierarchy
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For headings use Raleway 
Regular at 24pt

For titles use Raleway 
Medium at 36pt

This is an example accent 
type that can be used to 
compliment Montserrat

For subheadings, heading 
captions or introductory text 
use Raleway Regular at 14pt

For body text use Monsterrat 
Regular at 8pt

Typography

Secondary	Typography

This is a Heading

This is a Title

This is a sub heading or heading caption. 
Imporepudi dolor anto blabo. Uga et laut.

This is a paragraph. Ipitam est verum harcitatem eum lam quam 
eost liquidiati aut faccae seri nonet aut dest ulleceperum ea nos 
volupit emoluptati od modi dus. Agnis sit es vellorecus, sitatur aut 
ligenem et voluptum conectis exerorporro es quo te cusant odis 
etus, omni demporem volorep edigent.

Officia doluptatur renim doluptibus, simus experempores qui nit 
quam, tecti arumque nectate porem quat estisquamus quis ipicidi 
nos ellibus doluptiorae nos am, optatis maionsed ma andi atem 
ditasinis rehendes et lam quo ipsam, ommodipsam deniet

Ontario Park's 
secondary typeface 
is Raleway. Raleway 
should be used 
if Montserrat is 
unavailable.

Hierachy
Raleway but may also be 
used as a complimentary 
typeface with Montserrat 
to add visual interest. The 
running headings in this 
brand guide book are set in 
Raleway Bold 12pt. 

Raleway
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@#$%^&*()<>?/

This is a running heading
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Cottontail White

#374343

C: 74  M: 58 Y: 60  K: 45

R: 55 G: 67 B: 67

Pantone: 4140C

Primary	Palette

The primary colors 
of the brand 
are Loon Black, 
Cottontail White 
and Wilderness 
Green. They are to 
be used in material 
where there is no 
particular park 
category associated.

Tints
Colors can be used in 
different tints if necessary, 
always at 10% increments. 

Wilderness Green
Note Wilderness Green is  
also part of the Secondary 
Color Palette as it corresponds 
to Wilderness Parks. However 
it is the default accent color 
for all general organization 
stationary, forms and other 
collateral. 

Colors

Loon Black

#374343

C: 74  M: 58 Y: 60  K: 45

R: 55 G: 67 B: 67

Pantone: 4140C

70%

50%

30%

10%

Wilderness Green

#028A61

C: 86  M: 53  Y: 77  K: 7

R: 2  G: 138  B: 97

Pantone: 7725C

70%

50%

30%

10%
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Waterway Blue

#2F75BB

C: 82  M: 51  Y: 0  K: 0

R: 47  G: 117  B:187

Pantone: 2383C

Nature Reserve Purple

#9F81BB

C: 39  M: 53  Y: 0  K: 0

R: 159  G:129  B:187

Pantone: 4121C

Wilderness Green

#028A61

C: 86  M: 53  Y: 77  K: 7

R: 2  G: 138  B: 97

Pantone: 7725C

Natural Environment Brown

#70563F

C: 46  M: 58  Y: 74  K: 32

R: 112  G:86  B:63

Pantone: 2321C

Recreation Yellow

#D3A32A

C: 18  M: 35  Y: 100  K: 1

R: 210  G: 162  B:42

Pantone: 7555C

Culture Burnt Orange

#C96C29

C: 17  M: 67  Y: 100  K: 4

R: 201  G: 108  B: 41

Pantone: 7414C

Secondary	Palette

Ontario Parks are 
divided into six 
different types of 
parks, each with 
their own distinct 
features. These 
categories of parks 
are formalized 
in the branding 
with six different 
logo variations 
each with it’s own 
corrosponding color. 

Colors
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Park	Category	Icons

There are six 
categories of parks 
within the Ontario 
Parks system. As 
part of our branding 
each type of park 
has been assigned 
a different color 
and icon that is 
representative of 
their attributes.

Colors
Any expression using the park 
category icons may only be 
rendered in their designated 
color or in Loon Black or 
Cottontail White.

Flexible Elements

Nature Reserve

Waterway

Culture

Recreation

Natural Landscape

Wilderness
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Badges	Frame

The badges frame 
is a text frame 
that can be used 
in conjuction with 
any of the icons 
to create park 
category badges. 
When empty it can 
also be used as a 
framing element.

Examples
For more examples of how 
the Badges frame can be 
used, see the Park Collateral 
section.

Park Category Badges
Park category Badges 
resemble passport stamps 
or mail stamps and bring 
a sense of adventure and 
destination to the Ontario 
Parks branding. 

Text
Text on park category badges 
nust read the park category 
and 'Ontario Parks'. Do not 
alter the text on park category 
badges. 

The top half of the frame can 
accomodate a maxium of 21 
characters. Do not exceed 
this number of characters.

The bottom half of the frame 
can accomodate a maxium of 
18 characters. 

Flexible Elements

Ontario

 P
a

rk
sCu

ltu
re

Re
cr

ea
tion

Ontario

 P
a

rk
s

W
at

er
way

Ontario
 P

a
rk

s

N
at

ur
e R

eserve

Ontario

 P
a

rk
s

Na
tu

ra
l E

nvironment

Ontario

 P
a

rk
sW

ild
ern

ess

Ontario

 P
a

rk
s

Pla
y.

 D
is

co
ver. Protect

Ontario
 P

a
rk

s

The maxium characters for 
this space is 21. 

The maxium characters for 
this space is 18. In all park 
category badges this text 
should remain 'Ontario Parks'.

This space may be filled with 
an icon or a short amount 
of text such as a giftcard 
amount or a year. Maximum 
characters for this space is 4. 
Anything placed in this space 
should be optically centered.

Text should be placed on a 
45° angle to the frame.
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Flexible	Element	Misuse

When using the 
icons take care 
not to harm the 
integrity of the 
brand by altering 
them according to 
personal taste. This 
list contains a few 
examples of ways 
you should not use 
the icons.

Drop Shadows
Drop shadows may be used 
occassionally in order to 
differentiate the icon from 
the background. This will 
generally only apply to the 
application of the icons 
on photographs. If a drop 
shadow must be used, make 
sure that it is subtle and only 
serves to seperate the icon 
from the background.

Flexible Elements

Do not stretch or skew the icon. 
Always reproduce it proportionally

Do not apply shadows or effects to 
the icons unless stated otherwise

Do not swap brand colors. Always 
use the designated color

Do not render the icon in off-brand colors Do not render the logo in 
gradients or patterns
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Flexible	Elements	as	Patterns

Flexible elements 
can be combined 
to  be used as a 
pattern. Patterns 
may be rendered 
either in Loon Black 
or in full color with 
each icon in their 
designated brand 
color. Patterns can 
also be created 
out of a single icon. 
These are some 
examples of flexible 
element patterns.

Rules
Iconographic patterns can 
be used on any plain surface 
that does not include copy. 
For example the inside of an 
envelope or as a fabric print. 

Full Icon Pattern
In the case of the full icon 
pattern rendered in either 
Loon Black or Cottontail 
White, the background may 
be any of the brand colors. 
If you are using the full color 
set, only use Loon Black 
or Cottontail White for the 
background.

Single Icon Pattern
Icons and background in 
the pattern should only be 
rendered in their designated 
brand color, Loon Black or 
Cottontail White.

Flexible Elements

Pattern	Misuses

Do not render the full icon pattern in color on a 
colored background

Do not render the single icon pattern on a colored 
background that is not the designated brand 

color





Photography Guidelines
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General	Guidelines

Envelopes should 
be 8.8" x 3.8" and be 
laid out according 
to Canada Post 
Machineable Mail 
guidelines.

Credit
When using photos, the 
photographer should be 
given credit whenever 
possible. Photographs 
should never be stretched 
or otherwise distorted. 
Photographs should not be 
cropped, edited or color-
corrected unless permission 
is given by the artist or unless 
required for specific photo 
treatments, as outlined in this 
document. 

Resolution
Photographs should always 
be high resolution. If a large 
enough resolution is not 
available for the image you 
have selected, please select 
another image. 

Photography
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Photography

Landscapes

Landscapes are 
the primary type 
of photographs 
used in most park 
collateral. 

Diversity
Diverstiy in type of 
landscape, season, weather 
conditions and ecosystems 
is enouraged. We want to 
showcase the variety that 
Ontario Parks has to offer.

Landscapes should 
have:

• A sense of depth, a 
separation between 
background and foreground

•  A strong focal point

•  A good sense of balance

•  Well-balanced contrast
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Photography

Activities	and	Recreation

Activities and 
recreation are a 
highlight of the 
Ontario Parks 
experience. 
Activities photos 
should feature 
people doing things 
however nature and 
their surroundings 
should still play 
a big role in the 
composition of the 
photograph. We 
want to show what 
activities look like 
in the context of 
Ontario Parks. 

Do not focus too closely on 
the person in the photograph. 
The photo should not be a 
portrait or a close up. Ideally, 
the photograph captures the 
entire figure.

The figure or figures should 
be in a single depth-of-focus.

Just like landscapes, activity 
photos should have a strong 
focal point and a well-
balanced composition.
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Photography

Wildlife

Wildlife 
photographs 
should only be 
used in wildlife-
specific contexts. 
That is to say, do 
not use images 
of wildlife when 
representing any 
parks as a whole. 

Wildlife photographs should 
be composed differently from 
landscapes and activities. 
Wildlife photographs are 
portraits and should be 
treated as such. A shallow 
depth-of-focus is ideal but 
the natural context is still 
important. Animals should 
be shown in their natural 
habitats.

The focal point of the image 
should be the wildlife, ideally 
at mid to close range.
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Photography

Graphic	Treatments

Graphic photo 
treatments involve 
placing a colored 
overlay overtop 
an image. They 
should be used 
whenever placing 
large amounts of 
text overtop an 
image. They can be 
used to add visual 
interest.

Colors
Overlays should only be in 
brand colors.

Adjustments
In order for overlays to work 
correctly, some photo editing 
must be done. 

Do not greyscale images. 
Saturation should be at a 
point where some color is still 
apparent but the overall imge 
should look 'grey'.

Contrast and brightness 
may need to be adjusted. 
The lightest areas of the 
photograph should be nearly 
white.







Corporate Stationary and 
Communications
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Business	Cards

Business cards 
measure 3.5" x 2"

Type
Montserrat Bold 11pt 
Monsterrat Regular 8pt

Montserrat Regular 6.5pt

Margin
Business cards have a 0.25" 
margin around the whole 
card.

Logo
The logo should be placed in 
the upper right hand corner 
of the card inside the margin. 
The logo should be 0.55" in 
height. 

Information
Name and role information 
should be placed in the upper 
left hand corner inside the 
margin. 

Telephone number and 
email should be placed at 
the bottom left hand corner 
inside the margin. The bottom 
of the text should sit flush 
with the bottom margin. 

Address should be placed 
flush-right  at the bottom 
right hand corner inside the 
margin. 

Corporate Stationery

0.55"

0.12"

0.25"

0.25"

0.45"

1.1"

0.65"

0.7"

Back
The logo is placed slightly right of centre in order to achieve a 
visually balanced look. It should be 0.7" in height and should be 
placed 1.1" from the left edge of the card and 0.65" from the top 
edge.

The background should use the photography guidlines outlined in 
part Photography section of the manual. 

The color and image on the card may change depending on the 
applicable department, role or park. 
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Stationary
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Letterhead

Letterhead should 
be printed on 
standard 8.5" x 11 
letter size paper.

Logo
Logo emblem only should be 
placed in the top left hand 
corner of the page with a 1" 
margin at the top and a 0.86" 
margin on the left. 

The left margin is slightly 
smaller to achieve visual 
balance due to the shape of 
the emblem. The emblem 
should be 0.94" wide.

Type
Montserrat Regular 8pt/15pt

Montserrat Regular 7pt

Corporate Stationery

2.11" 7.5"

1"

1" 3.24" 4.58" 5.44" 6.78"

2.25"

10.42"

0.86"

1.08"
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Envelope

Envelopes should 
be 8.8" x 3.8" and be 
laid out according 
to Canada Post 
Machineable Mail 
guidelines.

Type (Front and Back)
Montserrat Bold 8pt/10pt 
Montserrat Regular 8pt/10pt

Logo
Use a 0.95" high logo placed 
in the top left hand corner of 
the envelope.

Color Variants
Back color of envelopes 
can vary depending on 
department. For general use 
use Ontario Parks green with 
no flexible element. For all 
others use department color 
plus department logo. Logo 
should be 1.08" in height 
and set in the bottom right 
hand corner, 0.35" from the 
right edge and 0.3" from the 
bottom edge.

Corporate Stationery

0.33" 2.15" 3.62" 5.15"

0.2"

1.63"

0.87"

5.15"

3.5"

1.08"
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Oversized	Envelope

Oversized envelopes 
should be 9 "x 12". 

Type
Montserrat Bold 10pt/12pt 
Montserrat Regular 10pt/12pt

Logo
Use a 2.23" high logo placed 
in the top left hand corner of 
the envelope.

Color Variants
Back color of envelopes 
can vary depending on 
department. For general use 
use Wilderness green with 
no flexible element. For all 
others use department color 
plus department logo. Logo 
should be 2.23" in height and 
set in the bottom right hand 
corner with a 0.5" space to the 
right and a 0.5" space from 
the bottom.

Corporate Stationery

0.5"

0.5"

5.3"

2.9" 3.65"

2.23"
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2.23"

11.5"

8.5"



0.56"
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Organization	Reports

Orgnization reports 
should be 8.5" x 11". 

Logo
The Ontario Parks logo 
should be 0.56" in height 
and set in the top right hand 
corner. There should be a 
0.75" space to the edge on 
the right hand side and a 0.58" 
space to the top edge.

Type
Type should be vertically 
centred to the colored 
rectangle. Rectangle size 
should not change regardless 
of number of lines of type. See  
Recreation cover on the next 
page as an example.

Corporate Stationery

0.37" 2.55"

0.83"

7.75"

0.58"

7.25"

5.44"

Flexible 
element 
goes here

1p0 space
Montserrat Regular 18pt/21.6pt

Montserrat Medium 36pt/43pt

1.8"

2.17"
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Color Variants
Color of reports can vary 
depending on department. 
For general use use 
Wilderness green with no 
flexible element. For all 
others use department color 
plus department's flexible 
element.. 

Flexible Elements
The flexible element should 
fit in the flexible element 
space outlined on the guide. 
It must leave at least a 037" 
space from the left hand 
corner and it must touch 
the top of the solid colored 
rectangle. In order for it to 
look grounded, it may need to 
be cropped slightly in order to 
feel properly grounded. 
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Brand Applications and 
Collateral



Park	Signage

In-Park Applications
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In-Park Applications

Uniforms

Ontario Parks 
emblem patch on 
the upper arm on 
both sides

Ontario Parks full logo

Benjamin

3.5"

0.25" 1.16"

1.58"

1"

Employee Name Tag
Name tag with flexible element 
icon corresponding to park

Montserrat Regular 14pt
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In-Park Applications

Park	Passes
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In-Park Applications

Park	Vehicles



0.28"

0.59"

2.07"
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Park	Maps

Collateral Applications

Park maps should 
be clear and easy 
to understand 
for visitors. They 
should feature high 
quality, full color 
photographs of the 
actual park with no 
graphic treatments 
applied to the image.

Logo
The logo should be placed 
in the top right hand corner. 
It should begin at 2.64" from 
the left edge and it should be 
0.59" high. 

Color Marker
The colored strip at the top 
of the map cover should 
correspond to the park 
category. It should measure 
0.19" high.

Flexible Element
The Park Category Badge 
should be placed in the 
bottom right hand corner 
beginning at 1.53" from the left 
edge. It should be 2.07" high. 

Type
Raleway Regular 11pt

¶ 27pt space

Montserrat Bold 29pt

The space after the park 
name should always be 0.28". 
The picture frame should 
change height in order to 
accommodate.

0.33" 1.53" 2.46"

0.19"

0.47"

1.42"

6.84"
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Park	Maps

Collateral Applications
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Badges

Collateral Applications



Merchandise
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Marketing

Advertisement	Style

Advertisements 
should showcase 
Ontario Parks 
with high quality 
photography. 
The graphic 
elements used 
must work with the 
photography. 

Logo
The logo should always be 
shown at a distinguishable 
size. It may be placed in any 
of the four corners of the 
layout but must be balanced 
by another graphic element.

Flexible Element
Flexible elements can be 
used as a badge, as a text 
frame for a slogan or as a 
framing device.
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